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We study the local Cauchy problem in time for the Zakharov system, (1.1) and
(1.2), governing Langmuir turbulence, with initial data (u(0), n(0), tn(0)) # Hk
HlH l&1, in arbitrary space dimension &. We define a natural notion of criticality
according to which the critical values of (k, l) are (&2&32, &2&2). Using a method
recently developed by Bourgain, we prove that the Zakharov system is locally well
posed for a variety of values of (k, l). The results cover the whole subcritical range
for &4. For &3, they cover only part of it and the lowest admissible values are
(k, l)=(12, 0) for &=2, 3 and (k, l)=(0, &12) for &=1. As a by product of the
one dimensional result, we prove well-posedness of the Benney system, (1.14) and
(1.15), governing the interaction of short and long waves for the same values of (k, l).
 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is devoted to the local Cauchy problem (in time) for the
Zakharov system of equations (hereafter referred to as the Z system)
i tu+2u=nu (1.1)
gn=2 |u| 2 (1.2)
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with initial data
(u(0), n(0), t n(0))=(u0 , n0 , n1). (1.3)
Here u and n are respectively a complex valued and a real valued function
defined in space time R&+1, 2 is the Laplacian in R& and g=2t &2 is the
D’Alembertian in R&+1. The Z system was introduced in [32] to describe
the long wave Langmuir turbulence in a plasma. The function u represents
the slowly varying envelope of the rapidly oscillating electric field, and the
function n denotes the deviation of the ion density from its mean value.
One is also interested in introducing explicitly the ion sound velocity by
replacing g in (1.2) by gc=c&22t &2 and considering the limit c  .
In that limit the system (1.1) and (1.2) reduces formally to the nonlinear
Schro dinger equation
i tu+2u=&|u| 2 u. (1.4)
We are interested here in the local well-posedness of the Cauchy problem
(1.1), (1.2), and (1.3), namely in the existence and uniqueness of solutions
defined locally in time and in their continuous dependence with respect to
the initial data in appropriate norms. Natural spaces for the initial data
(u0 , n0 , n1) are the spaces HkHlHl&1 where Hk#H k2 and H kr #H kr(R&)
is defined by
H kr =[u : &u ; H
k
r &#&(1&2)
k2 u&r<] (1.5)
with & }&r denoting the norm in Lr of the appropriate variable, in the
present case of x # R&. An important issue is then to determine for which
values of (k, l) local well-posedness holds, and in particular what are the
lowest possible values of (k, l) for which this is the case.
The Cauchy problem for the Z system has been considered by several
authors [1, 2, 11, 12, 16, 18, 2326, 28]. Local well-posedness for &3 and
global well-posedness for &=1 are proved in [28] for k=l+13. Global
well-posedness for the same (k, l) is extended in [1] to the case of dimen-
sion &=2 and small data. Local well-posedness for &3 is extended in
[23] to the case k=l+12, where at the same time a technical assump-
tion needed in [1] is removed. In addition, regularity of the solutions and
smoothing properties of the Z system are derived in [23]. Smoothing
properties are exploited in [18] to derive local well-posedness for arbitrary
& and sufficiently regular and decaying initial data, with uniformity in c for
the c dependent version of the Z system. Local well-posedness with unifor-
mity in c is also proved for &3 in [26]. Other results which are of less
direct concern for the purpose of our study include the existence of global
weak solutions of finite energy, namely with k=l+1=1 [28], the study
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of blow up for the Z system in dimension &=2 [16], and the study of
the convergence of the solutions of the c dependent Z system to those of
the NLS equation when c   [2, 2426].
Recently Bourgain [9, 10] introduced a new method to study the Cauchy
problem for nonlinear dispersive evolution equations, in order to treat the
space periodic problem for which previous methods had little efficiency,
and applied that method successfully to prove well-posedness of the periodic
problem for a variety of nonlinear evolution equations including the NLS
equation [9], the Kortewegde Vries equation [10] and the Zakharov system
[11] in dimension &=1. Similar methods have been applied to nonlinear
wave equations in [21, 22]. The results of [11] for the Zakharov system
are not directly comparable with those mentioned above because the spaces
for the initial data are defined differently. In any case, the general method
also applies to the problem in R& with better results than in the periodic
case, and was applied in [12] to prove well-posedness (both local and
global) for &3 for finite energy solutions, namely for k=l+1=1.
In the present paper, we study the local Cauchy problem (in time) for
the Z system in arbitrary space dimension &. We use a contraction or fixed
point method which is the simplest version of that of Bourgain [9, 10],
slightly different from (actually simpler than) that used in [11, 12]. Before
doing that however, we first try to determine what are the optimal results
that one should expect and for that purpose we try to extend to the Z system
the notion of criticality which applies to a number of dilation covariant
equations such as the NLS equation
i tu+2u=|u| p&1 u. (1.6)
Criticality for the equation (1.6) with initial data in Hk can be defined as
follows.
Definition 1.1. The power p in (1.6) is critical (resp. subcritical, resp.
supercritical) at the level of Hk if ( p&1)(&2&k)=2 (resp. <2, resp. >2).
Criticality corresponds to the fact that both the equation and the
highest derivative terms in the Hk norm are invariant under the dilation
transformation
u(t, x)  u*(t, x)=*%u(*2t, *x) (1.7)
for the same value of %, namely %=2( p&1) and %=(&2&k) respectively.
It is well known that contraction methods treating the nonlinearity as a
perturbation can be used for initial data in Hk only if p is at most H k
critical.
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In a similar way, the nonlinear wave (NLW) equation
gn=|n| p&1 n
admits a notion of criticality again given by Definition 1.1, but now associated
with the dilation transformation
n(t, x)  n*(t, x)=*%n(*t, *x). (1.8)
The Zakharov system is interesting in connection with the previous notion
because each of the two equations (1.1) and (1.2) has dilation invariance,
but the two relevant dilation transformations are incompatible (compare
(1.7) and (1.8)). Nevertheless it turns out that there is a well defined notion
of criticality for the Zakharov system with initial data (u0 , n0 , n1) # Hk 
HlHl&1, and the critical values turn out to be k=&2&32, l=&2&2.
This brings about two surprises:
(i) The optimal relation between k and l is k&l=12 and not
k&l=1 as suggested by the energy conservation law, which is misleading
in that respect. Actually the case k&l=1 is a borderline case (see
Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 below) with some technical difficulties (see
Remarks 3.7 and 4.1 below).
(ii) The Zakharov system is better behaved by one half space derivative
than its NLS limit (1.4) with n=&|u| 2 obtained by letting c   in the c
dependent version. This implies that the NLS limit must be singular, at
least when considered at a level close to critical.
With the previous notion of criticality available, the natural question is
then whether or at least to what extent local well-posedness holds in the
whole subcritical range. The situation which emerges from the present
paper for the Z system is the following:
(i) The original Bourgain method, making extensive use of the
Strichartz inequalities for the Schro dinger equation in order to derive the
crucial nonlinear estimates, allows us to cover the whole subcritical range
for sufficiently large &, namely for &4. The case of dimension &3
(unfortunately the physical case...) has special difficulties.
(ii) For &3, the previous method yields no better than (k, l)=
(12, 0).
(iii) For &=1, one can apply a variant of the Bourgain method first
proposed in [19] to treat the Kortewegde Vries equation and further
applied in [4, 20]. That method does not use the Strichartz inequalities in
the derivation of the nonlinear estimates, and relies instead on a clever use
of the Schwarz inequality followed by direct estimation. The previous result
can then be improved to (k, l)=(0, &12).
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The main results of this paper can be stated in a preliminary way in the
following two propositions.
Proposition 1.1. Let &2. The Z system (1.1) (1.2) is locally well
posed for initial data (u0 , n0 , n1) # Hk HlHl&1 provided
lkl+1 for all &, (1.9)
l>&2&2, 2k&(l+1)>&2&2 for &4, (1.10)
l0, 2k&(l+1)0 for &=2, 3. (1.11)
The solutions satisfy
(u, n, t n) # C(H kH lH l&1). (1.12)
Proposition 1.2. Let &=1. The Z system (1.1) (1.2) is locally well
posed for initial data (u0 , n0 , n1) # Hk HlHl&1 provided
&12<k&l1, 2kl+120. (1.13)
The solutions satisfy (1.12).
More complete statements will appear below as Proposition 3.1 and
Proposition 4.1 respectively. They will in particular specify the function
spaces where the solutions are found, for which the necessary notation will
be given in Section 2 below.
Note that the lowest allowed values of (k, l) for fixed k&l are obtained
for k&l=12 and are given by (k, l)=(&2&32+0, &2&2+0) for
&4, (k, l)=(12, 0) for &=2, 3 and (k, l)=(0, &12) for &=1, as
announced in the previous discussion.
Whereas the whole subcritical range is covered by Proposition 1.1 for
&4, the sufficient conditions (1.11) and (1.13) for &3 are far from
critical, and it is not clear whether they are optimal. We offer two addi-
tional informations on that question. In dimension &=3 we show that a
counterexample given in [8] for the NLS equation can be easily adapted
to the Z system to provide a strong indication that the latter is not well
posed for (k, l)=(12, &12) (see Proposition 3.2). For &=1, we provide
a counterexample showing that the second condition of (1.13) is necessary
in the functional framework of this paper, since it is necessary for the crucial
nonlinear estimates to hold (see Proposition 4.2).
The methods and results of this paper are not restricted to the Z system.
A typical example of physical interest to which they apply is the Benney
system of equations in dimension &=1
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i tu+2xu=nu+; |u|
2 u, (1.14)
tn+x n=x |u| 2, (1.15)
describing the interaction of short and long waves [5, 6]. Well-posedness
for that system has been studied in [3, 29, 30]. The best available result
yields well-posedness for initial data (u0 , n0) # Hk H l with 12k<1,
l>k&12 in the general case ;{0, and (u0 , n0) # Hk L1k, 0<k<12 in
the special case ;=0. As a direct by product of the proof of Proposition 1.2,
we obtain:
Proposition 1.3. The Benney system (1.14) (1.15) is locally well posed
for initial data (u0 , n0) # HkHl for (k, l) satisfying (1.13). The solutions
satisfy
(u, n) # C(HkHl). (1.16)
A more complete statement appears below as Proposition 4.3. More
generally, the proof of Proposition 4.3 would apply with only minor changes
to systems of equations obtained from (1.14) and (1.15) by replacing x in
the LHS of (1.15) by i,(&i x) for some sufficiently regular function , such
that ,(!)!2  0 for !  .
We next comment briefly on two questions not treated in this paper. The
first question is regularity. It will be clear from the estimates in Sections 3
and 4 below that regularity holds in the usual sense: if (u, n) is a solution
with regularity corresponding to (k, l) and initial data of regularity
(k$, l$) for admissible (k, l) and (k$, l$) (according to the assumptions of
Propositions 1.1 or 1.2) with k$k, l$l, then (u, n) also exhibits
regularity corresponding to (k$, l$) as long as it exists. The second question
is global well-posedness. For &3, Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 cover the case
of finite energy solutions, namely (k, l)=(1, 0), and therefore provide the
local information required for global well-posedness in the energy space,
a result previously proved in [12]. On the other hand for &=1, the
admissible values (k, l)=(0, &12) from Proposition 1.2 provide a good
candidate for global well-posedness since L2 norm conservation already
provides an a priori L2 estimate of u. Unfortunately there is no a priori
estimate of n in H&12. The situation here is similar to, but no better than,
that of the coupled NLS-KdV system considered in [4].
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first introduce the
useful notion of criticality for the Z system, which underlies the previous
discussion. We then review briefly the Bourgain method, in order both to
make this paper self-contained and to locate exactly the required nonlinear
estimates, and we recall in particular the linear estimates, which are very
simple in that method. In Section 3, we treat the Z system in general
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dimension &2. We derive the crucial nonlinear estimates by an extensive
use of the Strichartz inequalities for the Schro dinger equation in a series
of lemmas (Lemmas 3.13.7), we restate and derive the main result
(Proposition 3.1), and we finally provide a counterexample which strongly
suggests ill-posedness for &=3 and (k, l)=(12, &12) (Proposition 3.2).
In Section 4, we treat the Z system in dimension &=1. We derive the crucial
nonlinear estimates by the method of [19], the principle of which is
recalled at the beginning of the (common) proof of Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, in
a series of lemmas (Lemmas 4.14.6), we restate and derive the main result
(Proposition 4.1), and we provide a counterexample showing that that result
is optimal in the present functional framework (Proposition 4.2). We then
turn to the Benney system (1.14) and (1.15). We first prove well-posedness
of the NLS equation (1.4) in the present framework (Lemma 4.7), and we
finally restate and derive the result for the full Benney system (Proposition 4.3).
We conclude this introduction by giving some notation which will be
used freely throughout this paper. We denote by Fx , Ft and F the Fourier
transform in space, in time and in space time respectively, with u^=Fu,
and by (!, {) the variables conjugate to (x, t). We denote by Lq(Lr) the
space of Lq functions of the time variable with values in Lr of the space
variable. We shall need other similar spaces corresponding to other choices
of variables, and in case of doubt we shall use subscripts to specify the
relevant variables. For instance Lq(Lr)#Lqt (L
r
x), L
2
!(L
1
{) is the space of L
2
functions of ! with values in L1 of {, etc. Beyond the standard Sobolev
spaces Hk defined by (1.5), we shall use extensively the spaces Hk, b=
H kx H
b
t defined by
&u ; Hk, b&#&(!) k ({)b u^&2 , (1.17)
where (*) =(1+|*| 2)12 as usual.
For * # R, we define [*]+=* if *>0, ==>0 if *=0 and =0 if *<0.
For any r, 1r, we define $(r)=&2&&r. For any property P we
denote by /(P) the characteristic function of the set where P holds. Finally
if (p.q) is the numbering of a double inequality, we denote by (p.qL) and
(p.qR) the left-hand and right-hand inequality of (p.q) respectively.
2. GENERALITIES AND LINEAR ESTIMATES
We first discuss the notion of criticality for the Zakharov system (1.1)
and (1.2). For that purpose we split n into its positive and negative frequency
parts according to
n\=n\i|&1 tn, (2.1)
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where |=(&2)12. The Z system can then be rewritten as
i tu=&2u+(12)(n++n&) u (2.2)
(i t |) n\ # |&1gn=\| |u| 2. (2.3)
If it were not for the term | in the LHS of (2.3), then the system (2.2)
and (2.3) would be invariant under the dilation
u  u*=*32u(*x, *2t) (2.4)
n  n*=*2n(*x, *2t) (2.5)
and the system (2.2) and (2.3) would be critical for (u0 , n0) # HkHl for
those values of (k, l) for which the highest derivative part of the norm is
invariant under the transformation (2.4) and (2.5), namely for k=&2&32
and l=&2&2. It will turn out that this is the useful notion of criticality
for the Z system. This can be guessed heuristically from the fact that the
| term in the LHS of (2.3) is somehow intermediate between |0=1,
which can be eliminated by a gauge transformation n\  n\ exp(\it) at
the cost of harmless phase factors in the nonlinearity, and |2 for which the
equation for n\ is actually invariant under (2.4) and (2.5). At a technical
level, this notion of criticality will be relevant if we manage never to make use
of the | term in the estimates. Now it will turn out that the most important,
namely the nonlinear estimates, will rely heavily on the Strichartz inequalities
for the linear part of the system (2.2) and (2.3), namely for the Schro dinger
equation and for the reduced wave equation
(i t |) n\=0. (2.6)
The effect of the | term shows up very clearly in the latter inequalities,
where it is accompanied by a loss of derivatives (see [15] for a pedagogical
account and especially (3.14) in [15]), which would jeopardize the pre-
vious power counting argument. Therefore, in order to make that argument
relevant, we should (and we shall) not use the | term in (2.6) and in
particular we shall carefully refrain from using the Strichartz inequalities
for the wave equation beyond the basic fact that the solution of (2.6) with
initial data in Hl belongs to (C & L)(Hl).
We can perform a trivial modification of the reduction (2.2) and (2.3) in
order to eliminate spurious infrared divergences, at the expense of breaking
the dilation invariance for low momenta. For that purpose we rewrite the
wave equation (1.2) as a Klein-Gordon equation
(g+1) n=2 |u| 2+n, (2.7)
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we define the positive and negative parts of n as
n\=n\i|&11 t n, (2.8)
where |1=- 1&2 so that the reduced wave equation (2.3) is replaced by
(i t |1) n\=\(|2|1) |u| 2|&11 n. (2.9)
The replacement of | by |2|1 is harmless (actually beneficial) in all sub-
sequent estimates, while the additional term |&11 n is trivially taken care of
and can therefore be disregarded. The reduced form, (2.8) and (2.9), serves
only to eliminate irrelevant assumptions on t n(0) at !=0. In what follows
we shall stick to the original form, (2.2) and (2.3), of the Z system.
We next briefly review the main ingredients of the Bourgain method
[9, 10] in its simplest form, which will be sufficient for our purpose (see
[13] for a more detailed pedagogical account), in order to locate precisely
the estimates that are required on the nonlinear interaction. We consider
the case of a single equation
i tu=,(&i {) u+ f (u), (2.10)
where , is a real function (or real symmetric matrix valued function)
defined in R&, and f some nonlinear function. Eventually u will be replaced
by (u, n+, n&) and ,(!) will be the diagonal matrix with entries (!2, |!|,
&|!| ). The Cauchy problem for (2.10) with initial data u(0)=u0 is rewritten
in a standard way as the integral equation
u(t)=U(t) u0&i |
t
0
dt$ U(t&t$) f (u(t$))
#U(t) u0&iU VR f (u), (2.11)
where U(t)=exp[&it,(&i {)] is the unitary group that solves the under-
lying linear equation and VR denotes the retarded convolution in time. One
wants to use function space norms defined in terms of the space time
Fourier transform of u while solving the Cauchy problem locally in time in
some interval [&T, T]. For that purpose, it is convenient to introduce
a time cut off in (2.11). Let 1 # C(R, R+) be even, with 011,
1(t)=1 for |t|1, 1(t)=0 for |t|2 and let T (t)=1(tT ) for
0<T1. One replaces the equation (2.11) by the cut off equation
u(t)=1(t) U(t) u0&iT (t) |
t
0
dt$ U(t&t$) f (u(t$)). (2.12)
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If that is useful for the nonlinear estimates, as will be the case in Section 3,
one can also introduce additional cutoffs in f and consider the equation
u(t)=1(t) U(t) u0&iT (t) |
t
0
dt$ U(t&t$) f (2T (t$) u(t$)) (2.13)
which is actually identical with (2.12) since 2T=1 on Supp T . Solving
the equation (2.12) for all t # R solves the equation (2.11) locally in time for
|t|T, so that T will be the time of local resolution of (2.11). The basic
spaces X where to solve the equation (2.12) are defined as spaces of
functions u such that U(&t) u belongs to some classical (in the present case
Sobolev) space H
&u ; X&#&U(&t) u ; H&, (2.14)
in close analogy with the so-called interaction representation of Quantum
Mechanics. The immediate effect of the choice (2.14) is to eliminate the free
evolution U(t) from the linear estimates. Obviously
&1U(t) u0 ; X&=&1u0 ; H& (2.15)
while an estimate of the type
&T (U VR f ) ; X&C & f ; X$& (2.16)
is equivalent to
&Lf ; H&C & f ; H$& (2.17)
with the same constant C, and where L is the operator defined by
(Lf )(t)=T (t) |
t
0
dt$ f (t$). (2.18)
In the present case, we shall primarily take for H the simplest Sobolev
spaces H=H s, b. The corresponding spaces X defined by (2.14) will be
denoted Xs, b. In that case the equality (2.15) becomes
&1U(t) u0 ; Xs, b&=&1u0 ; H s, b&=&1; Hb& &u0 ; H s&. (2.19)
For some purposes we shall also need the auxiliary spaces Ys defined in
analogy with (2.14) by
& f ; Ys&#&U(&t) f ; Ks&, (2.20)
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where Ks is defined by
& f ; Ks&=&(!) s ({) &1 f ; L2!(L1{)&. (2.21)
The (equivalent) linear estimates (2.16) and (2.17) are then obtained from
the following Lemma.
Lemma 2.1. (i) Let b$0bb$+1 and T1. Then
&Lf ; H bt &
C[T 1&b+b$ & f ; H b$t &+T 12&b &({) &1 /( |{| T1) f ({)&1], (2.22)
&T (U VR f ) ; X s, b&
C - 2 [T 1&b+b$ & f ; Xs, b$&+T 12&b &F*/( |{| T1) Ff ; Ys&]
(2.23)
with the same constant C in (2.22) and (2.23).
(ii) Suppose in addition that b$> &12. Then
&Lf ; H bt &CT
1&b+b$ & f ; H b$t &, (2.24)
&T (U VR f ) ; X s, b&CT 1&b+b$ & f ; Xs, b$& (2.25)
with the same C in (2.24) and (2.25).
Proof. We first prove (2.22) and (2.24). For that purpose, we define
J(t)=(Lf )(t) and we compute
J ({)=C | d{$ f ({$) {$&1( T ({&{$)& T ({)). (2.26)
We split f =f++ f& and correspondingly J=J++J& where
f \({)= f ({) /( |{| Ty1). (2.27)
We rewrite
J &({)=C |
1
0
d* f &({$)  $T ({&*{$), (2.28)
we multiply (2.28) by ({) bC(({$) b+|{&*{$|b), take the L2 norm and
obtain
&J&; Hb&C(&({) b f &&1 & $T&2+& f & &1 & |{|b  $T&2)
CT32&b(& $1&2+& |{|b  $1&2) & f & &1
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by the support properties of f & and homogeneity,
} } } CT1&b+b$ & f& ; Hb$& (2.29)
by the Schwarz inequality and the support properties of f & again, for any
b$<12 and in particular for any b$0.
We next estimate J+ as the sum of two terms J+=J1+J2 , so that
(see (2.26))
J +=J 1+J 2=C({&1 f +) V  T+C T | {&1f +({) d{. (2.30)
We estimate J1 by the Young inequality as
&J1 ; H b&C(& T&1 &({) b {&1f +&2+& |{|b  T &1 &{&1f +&2)
C(& 1&1 Sup
|{|T&1
|{|b&1&b$
+& |{|b  1&1 T&b Sup
|{|T&1
|{|&1&b$) & f ; H b$&
CT 1&b+b$ & f ; Hb$& (2.31)
for all b$b&1, by homogeneity and the support properties of f + . Finally
for all b # R
&J2 ; Hb&=C &T ; H b& } | d{ {&1f +({)}
CT 12&b &1; Hb& &{&1f +&1 . (2.32)
Collecting (2.29), (2.31), and (2.32) proves (2.22). If in addition b$> &12,
it follows from the Schwarz inequality and the support properties of f +
that
&{&1f +&1CT 12+b$ & f ; H b$& (2.33)
which together with (2.29), (2.31), and (2.32) proves (2.24).
Finally the proof of (2.23) and (2.25) consists in applying (2.22) and
(2.24) respectively, for fixed !, multiplying by (!)2s and taking the L2
norm in !. Q.E.D
For b>12, it is clear that Xs, b/C(R, H s). This is no longer true if
b12 and we shall need the following substitute for that result.
Lemma 2.2. Let f # Ys. Then U VR f # C(R, H s).
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Proof. Without loss of generality we can take s=0. Since U( } ) is a
strongly continuous unitary group in L2, it is sufficient to prove the
continuity in L2 of U&1(U VR f ) for f # Y 0, which is equivalent to the
continuity in L2 of F(t)=t0 f (t$) dt$ for ({)
&1 f ({) # L2!(L
1
{). Now
F(t)=| d{(eit{&1) {&1f ({) (2.34)
so that
&F(t)&F(t$) ; L2x&2
=| d! d{ d{$(eit{&eit${) {&1f ({)(e&it{$&e&it${$) {$&1f ({$)
C | d! d{ d{$ Min( |t&t$|, ({) &1) Min(|t&t$|, ({$)&1) | f ({) f ({$)|
C &({) &1 f ({) ; L2!(L
1
{)&
2. (2.35)
The integrand in the last but one member of (2.35) tends to zero pointwise
in !, {, {$ when |t&t$|  0 and is bounded uniformly in t&t$ by the expres-
sion obtained by dropping |t&t$| in the two minima, which is integrable
as shown by the last inequality of (2.35). It then follows from the Lebesgue
dominated convergence theorem that &F(t)&F(t$)&2 tends to zero when
|t&t$|  0. Q.E.D
The Strichartz inequalities are easily injected into the previous framework.
Those inequalities take the general form
&U( } ) u ; Y&C &u&2 (2.36)
for any u # L2x and suitable spaces Y of functions of space and time. One
can then prove:
Lemma 2.3. Assume that Y is stable under multiplication by Lt , namely
&f ; Y&C & ; Lt & & f ; Y& (2.37)
for all  # Lt and f # Y, and that (2.36) holds. Then for any b>12,
X 0, b/Y and the inequality
& f ; Y&Cb12(2b&1)&12 & f ; X 0, b& (2.38)
holds for all f # X 0, b.
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Proof. We start from
f =| d{ eit{U(t)(Ft U(& } ) f )({)
and apply (2.36) and (2.37) for fixed { with =eit{ and u=(FtU(& } ) f )({),
thereby obtaining
& f ; Y&C | d{ &(Ft U(& } ) f )({) ; L2x&
C & f ; X 0, b& {| d{ ({) &2b=
12
by the Schwarz inequality, from which (2.38) follows. Q.E.D
Further inequalities of the same type are obtained by interpolation
between (2.38) and the obvious case Y=L2x_t=X
0, 0. In the special case of
the Schro dinger equation it is well known [14] that (2.36) holds with
Y=Lqt (L
r
x) with
02q=$(r)#&2&&r<1, (2.39)
$(r)12 if &=1. We state the relevant inequalities in that case for future
reference.
Lemma 2.4. Let ,(!)=!2 (Schro dinger equation). Let b0>12, 0b
b0 and 0<’1 (’12 if &=1). Then the following inequality holds
& f ; Lqt (Lrx)&C & f ; X 0, b& (2.40)
with 2q=1&’bb0 , $(r)=(1&’) bb0 .
Proof. Interpolation between the case b=b0 provided by Lemma 2.3
and the case b=0. Q.E.D
In order to derive the nonlinear estimates, it is useful to rewrite the Xs, b
norm in Fourier space variables. By definition
&u ; Xs, b&=&(!) s ({) b F(U(& } ) u)&2 . (2.41)
From the commutation relations {=F(&i t) F* and
&i t exp[it,(!)]=exp[it,(!)](&i t+,(!))
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if follows that (2.41) can be rewritten as
&u ; Xs, b&=&(!) s ({+,(!))b u^(!, {)&2 (2.42)
which will be the starting point for the nonlinear estimates. In a similar
way, the norm in Ys can be rewritten as
&u ; Ys&=&(!) s ({+,(!))&1 u^(!, {) ; L2!(L
1
{)&. (2.43)
We want to solve the Cauchy problem for the Z system in the form of
the integral equation (2.12) by a contraction method in a space of the type
Xs, b for sufficiently small T. In a number of cases we shall be able to
choose b and b$ such that &12<b$0b<b$+1 and the estimate (2.25)
will yield the small factor needed for contraction as a strictly positive
power of T, provided we can estimate f (u) in Xs, b$. In some limiting cases
however we shall be forced to take (b$=&12, b=12). In those cases, the
positive power of T will not come from the linear estimate (2.25) and will
have to be obtained from the nonlinear estimate. For that purpose (as well
as for technical reasons) we have introduced factors 2T also inside f in
(2.13). It is therefore important to estimate the effect of those factors in the
spaces Xs, b. This is done in the next lemma.
Lemma 2.5. For any b0, q2 with bq>1, the following estimates
hold
&T f ; H bt &C[1+(bq&1)
&1q T &b+1q] & f ; H bt &, (2.44)
&T f ; Xs, b&C[1+(bq&1)&1q T &b+1q] & f ; X s, b&. (2.45)
Proof. We first prove (2.44). Let f # H bt . Then
&T f ; Hb&C[& T V ({) b f &2+& |{|b  T V f &2]
C[& 1&1 & f ; Hb&+& f &q1 & |{|
b  T &q ] (2.46)
by the Young inequality, provided 1q1 , q 2 and 1q +1q1=32 or
equivalently 1q1=12+1q with 1q+1q =1. By the Ho lder inequality
| f |q1 &({)
b f &2 &({) &b&q
C(bq&1)&1q & f ; H b& (2.47)
provided qb>1. Now (2.44) follows from (2.46) (2.47) and homogeneity.
Finally (2.45) follows from (2.44) applied for fixed ! and from the fact that
the operator U(&t) commutes with the multiplication by T , by multi-
plying by (!) s and taking the L2 norm in !. Q.E.D
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Note in particular that for b>12, one can take q=2, so that localiza-
tion produces a factor T 12&b, while for b=12 one can take any q>2,
thereby producing a factor T &= for arbitrarily small =.
We conclude this section by listing the estimates that are required on the
nonlinear interaction f (u) in (2.10) as they follow from the previous review
of the general method.
(i) We should estimate f (u) in Xs, b$ in terms of the norms of u in
Xs, b with &12b$0b1&b$. If we take b$=&12, we should in
addition estimate f in Ys.
(ii) We can always assume that u in f has support in time in a region
|t|CT, at the expense of producing a small negative power of T, as
described in Lemma 2.5 and the subsequent remark.
(iii) We should obtain a positive power of T in order to cancel the
previous negative one and in order to produce in addition a small contrac-
tion factor. That positive power can come from the linear estimate if b&b$
<1, but has to come from the nonlinear estimate if b&b$=1.
3. NONLINEAR ESTIMATES AND MAIN RESULTS
IN GENERAL DIMENSION &2
In this section we derive the nonlinear estimates that are required in the
framework of the Bourgain method, as explained in Section 2, and we
obtain therefrom the local well-posedness results for the Z system in
general dimension &2. We want to solve the cut off integral version (2.13)
of the Z system in the form (2.2) and (2.3) by a contraction method with
u # Xk, b1 and n\ # X l, b for suitable b, b1 and k, l. For that purpose we
should estimate the nonlinearities f1=n\u and f =| |u| 2 in Xk, &c1 and
Xl, &c respectively for suitable c1 and c, and in some cases in Y k and Yl
respectively (see especially (2.23) in Lemma 2.1). We are allowed to assume
that u and n\ have support in |t|CT and we want to obtain a positive
power of T in the estimate because in at least one case of special interest,
namely the case of finite energy solutions with k=1, l=0, which will be
covered in dimension &3, we shall be forced to take b1=c1=12 in the
framework of this section. We work in Fourier space. A proper choice of
variables will be instrumental in making the computations transparent. We
estimate f 1(!1 , {1) in terms of n^\(!, {) and u^(!2 , {2)#u^2(!2 , {2). Similarly
we estimate f (!, {) in terms of u^1(!1 , {1) and u^ 2(&!2 , &{2) (namely (!2 , {2)
are the variables for u2 and the change of sign results from complex conjuga-
tion). In both cases, the energy momentum conservation resulting from the
convolution structure takes the form !=!1&!2 and {={1&{2 . We also
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introduce the variables _1={1+!21 , _2={2+!
2
2 and _={\|!|. In terms
of those variables, the energy conservation takes the form
z#!21&!
2
2  |!|=_1&_2&_. (3.1)
In order to estimate f1 , we define v^2=(!2)k (_2)b1 u^2 and v^=(!)l (_)b n\
so that &u2; Xk, b1&=&v2&2 and &n\ ; Xl, b&=&v&2 . Similarly in order to
estimate f, we define in addition v^1=(!1) k (_1) b1 u^1 so that &u1 ; Xk, b1&=
&v1&2 . In order to estimate f1 in Xk, &c1, we take its scalar product with a
generic function in X&k, c1 with Fourier transform (!1)k (_1)&c1 v^1 and
v1 # L2. Similarly, in order to estimate f in Xl, &c, we take its scalar product
with a generic function in X&l, c with Fourier transform (!) l (_) &c v^ and
v # L2. The required estimates of f1 in Xk, &c1 and of f in Xl, &c then take
the form
|S|CT % &v&2 &v1&2 &v2&2 , (3.2)
|W|CT % &v&2 &v1&2 &v2&2 , (3.3)
where
S#|
v^v^1 v^2(!1) k
(_) b (_1) c1 (_2) b1 (!2) k (!) l
, (3.4)
W#|
v^v^1 v^2 |!| (!)l
(_) c (_1) b1 (_2) b1 (!1) k (!2) k
. (3.5)
In (3.4) and (3.5) it is understood that the arguments of v^, v^1 and v^2 are
(!, {), (!1 , {1) and (!2 , {2) constrained by energy momentum conservation
and the integral is over d!1 d!2 d{1 d{2 . We shall stick to the previous
notation throughout the rest of this paper.
Similarly, in order to estimate f1 in Yk, we divide | f 1 | by (_1) , integrate
over {1 (or _1) for fixed !1 and then take the scalar product with a generic
function in H &kx with Fourier transform (!1)
k w^1 and w1 # L2x . In the same
way, in order to estimate f in Yl, we divide | f | by (_) , integrate over {
(or _) for fixed ! and take the scalar product with a generic function in
H &lx with Fourier transform (!)
l w^ and w # L2x . The required estimates of
f1 in Yk and of f in Yl then take the form
S CT % &v&2 &w1&2 &v2&2 , (3.6)
W CT % &w&2 &v1&2 &v2&2 , (3.7)
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where
S #|
|v^w^1 v^2 | (!1) k
(_) b (_1)(_2) b1 (!2) k (!) l
, (3.8)
and
W #|
|w^v^1 v^2 | |!| (!) l
(_)(_1) b1 (_2) b1 (!1) k (!2) k
, (3.9)
and the notation is the same as in (3.4) and (3.5). The letters v and w
are used for L2 functions of space time and of space respectively. In (3.4),
(3.5), (3.8), and (3.9) we are allowed to assume support properties in time:
the functions F*((_) &b v^), F*((_1) &b1 v^1) and F*((_2) &b1 v^2) will be
assumed to be supported in a region |t|CT.
In the course of the proof of (3.2), (3.3), (3.6), and (3.7), we shall use the
conservation of energy in order to obtain estimates of !21 (resp. !
2
2) in terms
of !22 (resp. !
2
1) and of the _’s. Now (3.1) implies
( |!1 |&12)2( |!2 |+12)2+_1&_2&_
( |!1 |+12)2( |!2 |&12)2+_1&_2&_
so that for the purpose of those estimates, the term \|!| can be omitted
in (3.1). We shall therefore replace (3.1) by the simplified form
z#!21&!
2
2=_1&_2&_. (3.10)
The estimates of S and W will be proved with the help of the following
two lemmas, which we state in arbitrary dimension &1. The first one
has a Schro dinger version and a simplified wave version. We state the
Schro dinger version (namely with _={+!2).
Lemma 3.1. Let b0>12, let a0, a$0, let 0#1. Assume in
addition that (1&#) ab0 and #aa$. Let 0<’1, ’12 if &=1, and
define q and r by
2q=1&’(1&#) ab0 (3.11)
$(r)=(1&’)(1&#) ab0 . (3.12)
Let v # L2 be such that F*((_) &a$ v^) has support in |t|CT. Then
&F*((_) &a |v^| ) ; Lq(Lr)&CT % &v&2 (3.13)
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where
%=#a[1&[a$&12]+a$] (3.14)
(We recall that [*]+=* if *>0, ==>0 if *=0 and =0 if *<0).
Proof. By Lemma 2.4 with b=(1&#) ab0 and f =(_) &a |v^|, we
estimate
&F*((_) &a |v^| ) ; Lq(Lr)&C &(_) &#a v^&2
C &v&1&#aa$2 &(_)
&a$ v^&#aa$2 (3.15)
by the Schwarz inequality. By the definition of _ and the unitarity of U
&(_) &a$ v^&2 =&U(t)(t) &a$ U(&t) v&2
=&(t) &a$ U(&t) v&2 . (3.16)
Now applying U(\t) preserves the support properties in time. For fixed x,
we use the support properties and apply the Ho lder inequality in time to
continue (3.16) as
} } } CT 12&1q$ &(t) &a$ U(&t) v ; L2x(Lq$t )&
and by Sobolev inequalities in time for fixed x followed by integration
over x
} } } CT 12&1q$ &U(&t) v&2
provided 12&1q$=a$<12 or q$=, a$>12,
} } } CT a$&[a$&12]+ &v&2 . (3.17)
(3.13) now follows from (3.15) and (3.17). Q.E.D
The support properties in time in Lemma 3.1 are used only to extract a
positive power of T. If we were not interested in obtaining that power,
we would simply estimate &(_) &#a v^&2&v&2 and discard the information
contained in the first norm.
In the case of the wave equation, we shall use only the special case
’=1, r=2.
For the next lemma we use the same notation as in (3.4) and (3.5).
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Lemma 3.2. Let b0>12 and 0#1. Let a, a1 , a20 satisfy
(1&#) Max(a, a1 , a2)b0(1&#)(a+a1+a2), (3.18)
(1&#) a<b0 , (3.19)
(1&#)(a+(a1+a2)2)b0 if &=1. (3.20)
Let m satisfy
m&2+1&(1&#)(a+a1+a2)b00 (3.21)
with strict inequality in (3.21L) if equality holds in (3.18R) or if a1=0. Let
a$#a, a$1#a1 , a$2#a2 and let v, v1 , v2 # L2 be such that F*((_) &a$ v^)
and F*((_i) &a$i v^i) i=1, 2, have support in |t|CT. Then the following
estimates hold
|
|v^v^1 v^2 |
(_) a (_1) a1 (_2) a2 (!) m
CT % &v&2 &v1&2 &v2&2 , (3.22)
|
|v^v^1 v^2 |
(_) a (_1) a1 (_2) a2 (!2) m
CT % &v&2 &v1&2 &v2 &2 , (3.23)
with
%=#{a(1&[a$&12]+ a$)+:i ai (1&[a$i&12]+ a$i)= . (3.24)
Proof. We apply the Ho lder inequality in space time to estimate
LHS of (3.22)&F*((!) &m (_) &a |v^| ) ; Lqt (L
r
x)&
_ ‘
i=1, 2
&F*((_i) &ai |v^i | ) ; Lqit (L
ri
x)& (3.25)
with
1q1+1q2+1q=1,
(3.26)
1r1+1r2+1r=1
or equivalently
$1+$2+$=&2 (3.27)
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with $=$(r), $i=$(ri), i=1, 2. The last two norms in (3.25) are estimated
in terms of the L2 norms of vi through Lemma 3.1 provided
2qi=1&’(1&#) ai b0 , i=1, 2, (3.28)
$i=(1&’)(1&#) aib0 , i=1, 2, (3.29)
with 0<’1 (’12 if &=1), while the first norm in the RHS of (3.25)
is estimated similarly in terms of the L2 norm of v provided 2q=
1&(1&#) ab0 and provided Hm/Lr, namely m$0 (m>&2 if
$=&2), by Sobolev inequalities. The conditions (3.26) and (3.27) then
become respectively
(1&#)(a+’(a1+a2))=b0 (3.30)
and
$=&2&$1&$2=&2&(1&’)(1&#)(a1+a2)b0 (3.31)
or equivalently, by (3.30)
$=&2+1&(1&#)(a+a1+a2)b0 . (3.32)
By (3.30), the conditions ’1, ’>0 are equivalent to (3.18R) and to
(3.19) respectively while the condition ’12 which is required for &=1 is
equivalent to (3.20). The condition m$0 is equivalent to (3.21), and
the first inequality thereof has to be strict if $=&2 or equivalently $1=$2
=0 or equivalently ’=1, namely if equality holds in (3.18R), or alter-
natively if a1=a2=0. The value of % given by (3.24) is obtained by adding
the contributions of the three norms in the RHS of (3.25) as they follow
from Lemma 3.1. This completes the proof of (3.22).
In order to prove (3.23) we estimate similarly
LHS of (3.23)&F*((_)&a |v^| ) ; Lqt (L
2
x)&
_&F*((_1) &a1 |v^1 | ) ; Lq1t (L
r1
x )&
_&F*((!2) &m (_2) &a2 |v^2 | ) ; Lq2t (L
r2
x )& (3.33)
by the Ho lder inequality in space and time, under the conditions (3.26) and
(3.27) with $=0. The norms in the RHS of (3.33) are again estimated in
terms of the L2 norms of v, v1 and v2 by Lemma 3.1 provided
2q=1&(1&#) ab0 , 2q1=1&’(1&#) a1 b0 , 2q2=1&’(1&#) a2 b0
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so that (3.26) again reduces to (3.30) while the conditions ’1, ’>0 and
’12 again reduce to (3.18R), (3.19), and (3.20), and provided $1=
(1&’)(1&#) a1 b0 and H mr$2 /L
r2 with $$2=(1&’)(1&#) a2 b0 . The last
condition holds provided m$2&$$20, with the first inequality being
strict if $2=&2. One computes
$2&$$2 =&2&(1&’)(1&#)(a1+a2)b0
=&2+1&(1&#)(a+a1+a2)b0 . (3.34)
The previous condition on m reduces to (3.21), and the first inequality
thereof has to be strict if $2=&2 or equivalently if $1=0, namely if ’=1
or if a1=0. The value of % is obtained as in the case of (3.22). This
completes the proof of (3.23). Q.E.D
Remark 3.1. In the subsequent applications, we shall eliminate the auxiliary
parameter # from some of the assumptions of Lemma 3.2 by replacing #
dependent conditions by stronger # independent ones. In particular,
(i) we shall replace (3.18L) by Max(a, a1 , a2)b0 , which implies
(3.18L) for all #1.
(ii) we shall simultaneously replace (3.19) by the condition #>0. In
fact (3.19) was equivalent to ’>0, but under the condition (i) we have by
(3.30)
’=(a1+a2)&1 (b0&(1&#) a)#2.
(iii) we shall replace the conditions a$#a, a$i#ai by a$a, a$iai .
Actually in most cases we shall have a$=a, a$i=ai .
For future reference, we collect some elementary inequalities in the
following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. (i) Let y1 , y2 # R and z= y1& y2 . Then for any *>1
|z|* | y2 |+
*
*&1
| y1 | /( |z|* | y2 | ) / \ **+1
|z|
| y1 |

*
*&1+ . (3.35)
(ii) Let !, !1 , !2 and _, _1 , _2 satisfy !=!1&!2 and (3.10) and let
|!1 |2 |!2 |. Then
|!1 |2|!|(32) |!1 |, (3.36)
!21(43)( |_|+|_1 |+|_2 | ), (3.37)
!214( |_|+|_2 | )+2 |_1 | /((34) |_1 |!
2
12 |_1 | ), (3.38)
!214( |_1 |+|_2 | )+2 |_| /((316) |_|!
2(92) |_| ). (3.39)
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Proof. The estimate (3.35) follows from the fact that if |z|* | y2 |, then
(1&1*) |z|| y1 |(1+1*) |z|.
The estimates (3.36) and (3.37) are obvious.
In order to prove (3.38), we write (3.35) with z=!21&!
2
2 , y1=_1 and
y2=_+_2 and obtain
!21!
2
2+*( |_|+|_2 | )+
*
*&1
|_1 | / \ **+1
!21&!
2
2
|_1 |

*
*&1+
from which (3.38) follows by taking *=3 and using the fact that 0!22
!21 4.
Finally (3.39) follows from (3.38) with _ and _1 interchanged and
from (3.36). Q.E.D
We now embark on the proof of the crucial estimates (3.2) and (3.3).
From now on, we restrict our attention to the case of dimension &2.
There is no difficulty in principle to treat also the case &=1. In practice
however, we shall have to use many times Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, and each
application thereof will require the introduction of an auxiliary parameter
#. For &2, it will be possible to make a unified choice of all the necessary
#’s. That unified choice however would not cover the case &=1 and a
common treatment of all cases would produce a proliferation of such para-
meters and obscure the argument. We first consider (3.2) and begin with
some general remarks on the conditions that should be expected on k and
l for given b, b1 , c1 and %. Assume first that b1=c1 . Changing k into &k
simply exchanges the variables and functions 1 and 2. Therefore for fixed
l, the allowed range for k is symmetric with respect to zero. Next notice
that
(!1) k (!2) &k+(!1) &k (!2)k
is an increasing function of |k|. Together with the previous remark, this
implies that the allowed range for k is of the type
|k|function of l.
In addition, since S is decreasing in l for fixed k, the previous function is
increasing in l.
In the general case where c1 {b1 but with c1 close to b1 , we may expect
a slight distorsion of the previous symmetry. In practice this will not occur
with the available proofs of this section.
The main result for (3.2) can be stated as follows.
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Lemma 3.4. Let b0>12 and 0<b, c1 , b1b0<b+c1+b1&c0 ,
with 0<c0Min(b, c1 , b1). Assume that the functions F*((_) &b v^) and
F*((_i) &b1 v^i), i=1, 2, have support in |t|CT.
If &4, assume that
l&2+1&(1&#)(b+c1+b1)b0 , (3.40)
|k|l+2c0 , (3.41)
for some # satisfying
0<#1&(b0+c0)(b+c1+b1). (3.42)
Then the estimate (3.2) holds for 0<TT0<, with
%=#(b+c1+b1) M, (3.43)
M=1&Max[[b&12]+ b, [c1&12]+ c1 , [b1&12]+ b1]. (3.44)
If &=2, 3, assume that
b0(1+&2)<b+c1+b1 , (3.45)
l0, |k|l+2c0 . (3.46)
Then the estimate (3.2) holds for 0<TT0<, with
%=(b+c1+b1&b0(1+&2)) M (3.47)
and M defined again by (3.44).
Remark 3.2. The RHS of (3.40) is larger than &2&2+3# which is >0
for &4 and therefore (3.40) implies l>0 for &4.
For &=2, 3, the condition (3.45) together with c0b0 implies the condi-
tion b0<b+c1+b1&c0 , which can therefore be omitted. Furthermore the
condition (3.45) implies %>0, with % defined by (3.47).
Proof. We take l0 and |k|&l#2+>0. The case |k|l will follow
according to the previous discussion. We furthermore assume k>0, so that
k>l. The case k<0 can be treated by exchanging 1 and 2 and yields
exactly the same results.
We separate the integration region into two subregions:
Region |!1 |2 |!2 |: we estimate the contribution S1 of that region to S
by
|S1 |C |
|v^v^1 v^2 |
(_) b (_1)c1 (_2) b1 (!) l
. (3.48)
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We apply Lemma 3.2 with (a, a1 , a2 , m)=(b, c1 , b1 , l) and (a$, a$1 , a$2)=
(b, c1 , b1) and we obtain from (3.22)
|S1 |CT % &v&2 &v1&2 &v2 &2 (3.49)
provided (see (3.18) and (3.21) and Remark 3.1) there exists #>0 such that
b0(1&#) B, (3.50)
l1+&2&(1&#) Bb00, (3.51)
where B=b+c1+b1 , and (3.51L) is strict if equality holds in (3.50). We
can take % as given by (3.43) and (3.44), a value slightly smaller than the
value coming from (3.24), since we are interested only in the behaviour for
small T and we have assumed 0<TT0<.
Region |!1 |2 |!2 |: we use the fact that |!1 |2|!|(32)|!1 | and
(3.37) to estimate the contribution S2 of that region to S by
|S2 |C |
|v^v^1 v^2 | (!1) 2+
(_)b (_1) c1 (_2) b1 (!2) k
C |
|v^v^1 v^2 |
(_) b (_1) c1 (_2) b1 (!2) k
((_)+(_1) +(_2) )+ . (3.52)
We can then apply Lemma 3.2 with (a, a1 , a2) obtained from (b, c1 , b1) by
subtracting + from one of them in all possible ways and with m=k, and
we obtain from (3.23)
|S2 |CT %$ &v&2 &v1&2 &v2 &2 (3.53)
provided (see (3.18) and (3.21) and Remark 3.1 again) there exists #$>0
such that
b0(1&#$)(B&+), (3.54)
k1+&2&(1&#$)(B&+)b00, (3.55)
and (3.55L) is strict if equality holds in (3.54). Furthermore we can take
%$=#$(B&+) M. Note also that the condition +(c0)Min(b, c1 , b1) is
essential in ensuring that a, a1 , a2 are nonnegative.
We now choose #$ by imposing #$(B&+)=#B so that %$=% and #$>0
is equivalent to #>0. With that choice, (3.54) and (3.55) reduce to
b0(1&#) B&+, (3.56)
k1+&2&(1&#) Bb0++b00. (3.57)
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Now (3.56) follows from +c0 and from
b0(1&#) B&c0 (3.58)
which furthermore implies (3.50) in a strict sense. On the other hand for
+>0 and b0>12, (3.57) follows in a strict sense from (3.51). It remains
only to ensure the conditions #>0 and (3.51) and (3.58), and no strict
sense restriction is needed any more.
We consider separately the cases &4 and &=2, 3.
If &4, we keep (3.58) which is identical with (3.42R). On the other
hand, the middle member of (3.51) is &2&2+3#>0 so that (3.51R) can
be dropped, while (3.51L) is identical with (3.40). This completes the proof
for &4.
If &=2, 3, we saturate (3.51R) by choosing # according to
(1&#) B=b0(1+&2) (3.59)
thereby ensuring (3.58) since c0b0 and &2. Then (3.51L) reduces to
l0 while the condition #>0 becomes identical with (3.45). This
completes the proof for &=2, 3. Q.E.D
We now turn to the estimate (3.3). Since W is increasing in l and
decreasing in k, the conditions on k and l will take the form of lower
bounds on k for fixed l and upper bounds on l for fixed k. The main result
can be stated as follows.
Lemma 3.5. Let b0>12 and let 0<c, b1b0<c+2b1&c 0 with 0<c 0
Min(c, b1). Assume that the functions F*((_) &b v^) and F*((_i) &b1 v^i),
i=1, 2, have support in |t|CT.
If &4, assume that
2k&(l+1)&2+1&(1&#)(c+2b1)b0 , (3.60)
kl+1&2c 0 , k0, (3.61)
for some # satisfying
0<#1&(b0+c 0)(c+2b1). (3.62)
Then the estimate (3.3) holds for 0<TT0< with
%=#(c+2b1) M , (3.63)
M =1&Max[[c&12]+ c, [b1&12]+ b1]. (3.64)
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If &=2, 3, assume that
b0(1+&2)<c+2b1 , (3.65)
2kl+1, kl+1&2c 0 , k0. (3.66)
Then the estimate (3.3) holds for 0<TT0< with
%=(c+2b1&b0(1+&2)) M (3.67)
and M defined again by (3.64).
Proof. We separate the integration region into three subregions. If
|!2 |2|!1 |2 |!2 |, then |!|3 Min( |!1 |, |!2 | ) and we estimate the
contribution W1 of that region to W by
|W1 |C |
|v^v^1 v^2 |
(_) c (_1) b1 (_2) b1 (!) l
(3.68)
where l =2k&(l+1).
The two remaining regions |!1 |2|!2 | and |!2 |2 |!1 | are symmetric
and we consider only the first one.
If |!1 |2 |!2 |, we use the fact that |!1 |2|!|(32) |!1 | to estimate
the contribution W2 of that region to W by
|W2 |C |
|v^v^1 v^2 | (!1) l+1&k
(_) c (_1) b1 (_2) b1 (!2) k
. (3.69)
Since the RHS of (3.69) is increasing in l for fixed k, we can assume
without loss of generality that l+1>k and we define 2+ =l+1&k=
k&l >0. Using (3.37) we can then estimate W2 by
|W2 |C |
|v^v^1 v^2 |
(_) c (_1) b1 (_2) b1 (!2) k
((_)+(_1) +(_2) )+ . (3.70)
Now the RHS of (3.68) and (3.70) are obtained from those of (3.48) and
(3.52) respectively by replacing (b, c1 , b1 , k, l) by (c, b1 , b1 , k, l ). Lemma 3.5
and its proof are then obtained from Lemma 3.4 and its proof by performing
the same replacement, except for the condition k0 which has no equivalent
in Lemma 3.4. Q.E.D
We now turn to the estimates (3.6) and (3.7) which are proved in very
much the same way as (3.2) and (3.3). The main result for (3.6) can be
stated as follows.
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Lemma 3.6. Let b0>12, let 0<a1<12 and let 0<b, b1b0<b+a1
+b1&c0 , with 0<c0Min(b, 12, b1). Let 0<TT0<. Assume that
the functions F*((_) &b v^) and F*((_2) &b1 v^2) have support in |t|CT.
Assume in the appropriate dimensions that (3.41) or (3.46) hold and that
(3.40) (3.42) or (3.45) hold with c1 replaced by a1 everywhere.
Then the estimate (3.6) holds with
%=#(b+b1+12)(b+b1&c0)(b+b1+12&c0)&1 M
if &4, (3.71)
%=(b+a1+b1&b0(1+&2))(b+b1&c0)(b+a1+b1&c0)&1 M
if &=2, 3, (3.72)
and
M =1&Max[[b&12]+ b, [b1&12]+ b1]. (3.73)
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Lemma 3.4. We
perform the same separation in two regions |!1 |y2 |!2 |, but in the region
|!1 |2 |!2 | we use (3.38) instead of (3.37). All the terms coming from the
estimation of !1 except for the term coming from _1 in (3.38) are treated
exactly as in the proof of Lemma 3.4 with c1 replaced by a1 and v^1=
(_1) a1&1 w^1 so that
&v1&2C(1&2a1)&12 &w1&2 .
The term coming from _1 is also treated in the same way, with however
now c1 replaced by 12 and v^1=(_1) &12 w^1 /((34) |_1 |!212 |_1 | ), so
that
&v1&2(ln(83))12 &w1&2 .
The estimate (3.6) therefore holds if we impose simultaneously the condi-
tions (3.40)(3.42) or (3.45) and (3.46) with c1 replaced by a1 and with c1
replaced by 12. We keep only the stronger of the two sets of conditions,
namely those associated with a1 . The value of %, however, comes out dif-
ferently, because now v1 as defined above no longer has support properties
in time and therefore no longer contributes to %. From the regions |!1 |
2 |!2 | and |!1 |2 |!2 | we obtain respectively
%=#(b+b1) M
%$=#$(b+b1&+) M
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with #$(b+a1+b1&+)=#(b+a1+b1) so that
%$=#(b+a1+b1)(b+b1&+)(b+a1+b1&+)&1 M . (3.74)
We keep the worst, namely the smallest value of %$, which for fixed a1 and
under the condition +c0 is obtained for +=c0 . For &4 and fixed #, we
furthermore take the worst of the values of (3.74) obtained with a1 and
with 12, namely that with 12, thereby obtaining (3.71). For &=2, 3, we
choose # by imposing
(1&#)(b+a1+b1)=b0(1+&2),
substitute the result into (3.74) and take the worst of the values obtained
with a1 and with 12, namely that with a1 , thereby obtaining (3.72). (The
values of % given by (3.71) (3.72) could be slightly improved by using a
generalized form of Lemma 3.2 with different values of the parameter # for
the three norms appearing in (3.25) and (3.33), but that would make the
exposition more cumbersome with no essential improvement of the final
result). Q.E.D
Remark 3.3. An important point in Lemma 3.6 is that we do not
assume c0a1 (<12) because the term (_1) + coming from (3.38) is
compared with (_1) 12 and not with (_1) a1.
We now turn to the estimate (3.7). The main result can be stated as
follows:
Lemma 3.7. Let b0>12, let 0<a<12 and let 0<b1b0<a+
2b1&c 0 where 0<c 0Min(12, b1). Let 0<TT0<. Assume that the
functions F*((_i) &b1 v^i) i=1, 2, have support in |t|CT.
Assume in the appropriate dimensions that (3.61) or (3.66) hold and that
(3.60), (3.62), or (3.65) hold with c replaced by a everywhere.
Then the estimate (3.7) holds with
%=#(2b1+12)(2b1&c 0)(2b1+12&c 0)&1 M1
if &4, (3.75)
%=(a+2b1&b0(1+&2))(2b1&c 0)(a+2b1&c 0)&1 M1
if &=2, 3, (3.76)
and
M1=1&[b1&12]+b1 . (3.77)
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Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Lemma 3.5, after
performing similar changes to that of Lemma 3.6. We perform the same
separation into regions, we estimate !21 for |!1 |2 |!2 | by (3.39), we estimate
all terms except that coming from _ as in the proof of Lemma 3.5 with v^=
(_) a&1 w^, and that coming from _ with v^=(_) &12 w^ /((316) |_|!2
(92)|_| ). The estimate (3.7) therefore holds if we impose simultaneously
the conditions (3.60) (3.62) or (3.65) with c replaced by a and with c
replaced by 12, of which we keep only the stronger ones, namely those
associated with a. The values of % are obtained by the same arguments as
in the proof of Lemma 3.6. Q.E.D
Remark 3.4. In the same way and for the same reason as in Remark 3.3,
we do not assume in Lemma 3.7 that c 0a.
We can now state the main result of this paper in general dimension.
Proposition 3.1. Let &>1. Let k and l satisfy
lkl+1 for all &, (1.9)
l>&2&2, 2k&(l+1)>&2&2 for &4, (1.10)
l0, 2k&(l+1)0 for &=2, 3. (1.11)
Then the Z system (1.1) and (1.2) with initial data (u0 , n0 , n1) # Hk Hl
Hl&1 is locally well posed in Xk, b1 Xl, bXl&1, b for suitable b and b1
close to 12, more precisely for
|2b1&1|l+1&k2b1 (3.78)
k&l2bk&l+1 (3.79)
and
|2b1&1|, |2b&1|= (3.80)
for sufficiently small =. Furthermore the solutions satisfy
(u, n, t n) # C(H kH lH l&1). (1.12)#(3.81)
Remark 3.5. Possible values for = can be determined by following the
estimates in the proof. For &3, one can take a fixed value independent of
k and l. For &4, = tends to zero when Min(l, 2k&(l+1))&(&2&2)
tends to zero.
Remark 3.6. The fact that u # C(Hk) (resp. that (n, tn) # C(HlHl&1))
follows directly from the fact that u # Xk, b1 (resp. (n, tn) # X l, bXl&1, b)
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if b1>12 (resp. b>12), but requires some of the estimates in the proof
if b112 (resp. b12).
Proof. The proof proceeds by a standard contraction method applied
to the integral equations associated with (2.2) and (2.3) namely
u(t)=U(t) u0&(i2) |
t
0
dt$ U(t&t$)(n+(t$)+n&(t$)) u(t$) (3.82)
n\(t)=V\(t) n\0 i |
t
0
dt$ V\(t&t$) | |u(t$)| 2 (3.83)
where now U(t)=exp(it2) and V\(t)=exp(i|t) are the free evolution
groups associated with the Schro dinger equation and with the reduced
wave equation respectively. Here we have used the simple form (2.1) of
separation of frequencies instead of (2.8), which makes no difference in the
subsequent resolution. The modified form (2.8) serves only to avoid making
irrelevant assumptions on tn(0) at !=0. Following the general method
described in Section 2, we replace (3.82) and (3.83) by the cutoff system
(compare (2.11) and (2.13))
u(t)=1(t) U(t) u0&(i2) T (t) |
t$
0
dt$ U(t&t$) 2T (t$)2 (n+(t$)
+n&(t$)) u(t$) (3.84)
n\(t)=1(t) V\(t) n\0
iT (t) |
t$
0
dt$ V\(t&t$) | |2T (t$) u(t$)| 2 (3.85)
with T1 and we solve (3.84) and (3.85) by contraction for T sufficiently
small in Xk, b1 Xl, b. By Lemma 2.1, it suffices to find c1 , c0 with b1+c1
1, b+c1 such that the estimates (3.2) and (3.3) hold and in addition
if c112 (resp. c12), such that the estimates (3.6) (resp. (3.7)) hold. In
addition we require that (3.6) (resp. (3.7)) also hold if b112 (resp.
b12) in order to ensure that the solution u (resp. n\) belongs to C(H k)
(resp. C(Hl)), a property which then follows from Lemma 2.2. Furthermore
one should ensure that % in (3.2) and (3.3) and possibly in (3.6) and (3.7)
makes up for the loss produced by the localization of the nonlinearity as
controlled by Lemma 2.5 and in addition produces a positive power of T
and thereby a small contraction factor. It remains only to be shown that
under the conditions (1.9), (1.10), and (1.11) one can choose b, b1 , c, c1
and # satisfying the assumptions of Lemmas 3.4, 3.5 and possibly 3.6, 3.7
if needed. We discuss these conditions primarily in terms of b, b1 since they
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are the parameters fixing the space of resolution. For given b, b1 with 0<b,
b1<1, we choose
c1=Min(1&b1 , 12) c=Min(1&b, 12)
c0=Min(b, 1&b1 , b1) c 0=Min(1&b, b1 , 12).
The restrictions on b1 , b arising from (3.41), (3.46), (3.61), and (3.66) and
a fortiori the (weaker, see Remarks 3.3 and 3.4) restrictions coming from
Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7 then reduce to (3.78) and (3.79). We next take b0
Max(b1 , 1&b1 , b, 1&b), b0>12.
For b and b1 satisfying (3.80), the preliminary conditions b0<b+c1+
b1&c0 , b0<c+2b1&c 0 , (3.45), (3.65) and if necessary, the similar
conditions with c1 and c replaced by a1 and a coming from Lemmas 3.6
and 3.7 (with 12&a=12&a1=O(=)) are strictly satisfied to O(1), thereby
producing an upper bound on = which could be computed. Furthermore
the upper bounds on # in (3.42) and (3.62) and the values of % for &=2, 3
given by (3.47) and (3.67) as well as their analogues coming from Lemmas
3.6 and 3.7 are O(1). This completes the proof of the required contraction
estimates for &=2, 3. Finally for &4, the RHS of (3.40) and (3.60) and
their analogues from Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7 are equal to
&2&2+3#+O(=)
so that the corresponding conditions can be satisfied under the condition
(1.10) with #=O(=) and = sufficiently small, thereby producing %=O(=) by
(3.43), (3.63), (3.71), and (3.75). This completes the proof of the contraction
estimates for &4.
At this point we have proved the existence, uniqueness and continuity of
local solutions in time for the cut off system (3.84) and (3.85) in Xk, b1 
Xl, bXl&1, b, satisfying in addition (3.81). Note however that uniqueness
is proved so far for fixed cut off, so that the solutions thereby obtained are
in principle dependent on the cut off. We now prove that the solutions are
in fact cut off independent. We first explain the argument on the case of a
single equation (2.11) with polynomial nonlinearity f. Let u1 and u2 be two
solutions of (2.13) with the same u0 and with two different cut offs  (1)T1 and
(2)T2 , in X
s, b with b(1&=)2 for some =>0. Let /T (t)=/( |t|T ) with
T=Min(T1 , T2). Now /T # H (1&=)2t . By the Leibnitz rule for fractional
derivatives (see Lemma 4.2 in [17]) and Sobolev inequalities, /Tui # X s, 12&=
for i=1, 2, with
&/Tui ; X s, 12&=&C &/T ; H (1&=)2t & &ui ; X
s, (1&=)2&. (3.86)
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We now take the difference of the equations (2.13) with u1 ,  (1)T1 and u2 ,
(2)T2 , multiply the result by /T and obtain
/T (u1&u2)=&i/TT U VR [ f (/Tu1(t$))& f (/T u2(t$))] (3.87)
where T is a cut off of the previous type and the sharp cut off /T can be
introduced inside f, where it is redundant. Both members of (3.87) are well
defined in Xs, 12&=, according to (3.86) and
f (/Tu1)& f (/Tu2)=P1(Tu1 , Tu2 , /T (u1&u2))#P1
for some polynomial P1 , linear in its third argument. We now assume that
we can estimate
&T (U VR P1) ; Xs, (1&=)2&
T %P2(&ui ; Xs, 12&=&, i=1, 2) &/T (u1&u2) ; Xs, 12&=& (3.88)
for some polynomial P2 and some %>0. Using (3.86) and (3.88), we estimate
(3.87) as
&/T (u1&u2) ; Xs, 12&=&CT % &/T ; H (1&=)2t &
P2(&ui ; X s, 12&=&, i=1, 2) &/T (u1&u2) ; Xs, 12&=& (3.89)
which implies that /T (u1&u2)=0 for T sufficiently small. The crux of the
argument therefore lies in the possibility of deriving the contraction estimate
(3.88) in Xs, b for some b<12, and it remains only to be checked that this
can be done in the case of the Z system. Now uniqueness for (k, l) is
implied by uniqueness for k$, l$ with k$k, l$l and we can therefore
always assume that 0<k&l<1 and even that k&l=12, by replacing
(k, l) by (l+12, l) if k>l+12 and by (k, k&12) if k<l+12, thereby
producing a new pair (k, l) still satisfying (1.10) or (1.11) if the original
one does. In that case the conditions (3.78) and (3.79) allow for b1<12,
b<12 and the previous uniqueness argument applies to the present case.
Q.E.D
Remark 3.7. In the case l<k<l+1, the conditions (3.78) and (3.79)
allow for b>12, b1>12 so that the estimates (3.6) and (3.7) and there-
fore Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7 are not needed. If k=l, one must take b=c=12
and one needs the estimate (3.7) and therefore Lemma 3.7. If k=l+1, one
must take b1=c1=12, and therefore one needs the estimate (3.6) and
therefore Lemma 3.6. This is the case in particular for initial data of finite
energy, namely k=1, l=0, which is covered by Proposition 3.1 for &=2, 3.
Note finally that the general uniqueness result with cut off independence
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requires b1<12, b<12, and all four estimates and Lemmas are needed
for that purpose.
We conclude this section by showing that a counterexample given in [8]
for the nonlinear Schro dinger equation can be easily adapted to the Z system
in dimension &=3 to show that the latter is probably not well posed for
(k, l)=(12, &12).
Proposition 3.2. Let &=3. Then there does not exist a map F from Y=
H12H&12H&32 to C([0, T], Y ) such that (u, n, t n)=F( y) solves
the Z system with initial data (u0 , n0 , n1)= y and such that F be norm
continuous in the sense that
&F( y1)&F( y2) ; L([0, T], Y)&M(R, &y1& y2 ; Y&) (3.90)
for some locally bounded function M from R+_R+ to R+ such that M(R, S)  0
for fixed R when S  0, and for all y1 , y2 # Y with &yi ; Y&R, i=1, 2.
Proof. For completeness we recall the argument given in [8] for the
NLS case. It is known that the equation
2.&.+|.|2 .=0 (3.91)
has C2 solutions with exponential decay at infinity [7, 27]. Let . be such
a solution. Then u#u1=eit., n=n1=|.| 2 solves the Z system with
t n#0 and with initial data (., |.| 2, 0). So does also the dilated pair
u*=*u(*x, *2t)=ei*
2t.* , n*=|u* | 2=|.* | 2
where .*(x)=*.(*x), with initial data (.* , |.* | 2, 0). Furthermore for
*1
&(u*(0), n*(0), 0) ; Y&&(., |.| 2) ; H12 H4 &12&<
where the last inequality follows from the fact that . # H 12 and that . # L3
implies |.| 2 # L32 and therefore |.| 2 # H4 &12 by Sobolev inequalities.
Omitting for brevity the term tn which vanishes identically, we now
take yi=y*i=(u*i (0), n*i (0))=(.*i , |.*i |
2), i=1, 2 and we let *1 and *2
tend to infinity with *1*2 tending to 1. Then
&u*i &2=&.*i &2 =*
&12
i &.&2  0,
&|12(u*1(0)&u*2(0))&2=&|
12(.&.*1*2)&2  0,
&|&12(n*1(0)&n*2(0))&2=&|
&12( |.| 2&|.*1*2 |
2)&2  0,
so that &y1& y2 ; Y&  0.
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On the other hand
&|12(u*1(t)&u*2(t))&
2
2
=2 &|12.&22&2Re exp[i(*
2
1&*
2
2) t] (|
12., |12.*1*2)
can be made to tend to 2 &|12.&22 along the sequence *1= j+1, *2= j,
tj=?2(2j+1), thereby contradicting (3.90). Q.E.D
Remark 3.8. Proposition 3.2 does not exclude the existence of a strongly
continuous map F solving the Z system, namely such that
&F( y1)&F( y2) ; L([0, T], Y )&  0
when &y1& y2 ; Y&  0 for fixed y2 . In the previous counterexample, both
y1 and y2 vary, and actually tend weakly to zero. Nevertheless, that coun-
terexample strongly suggests that no contraction method using norms
related to that of C(Y ) can work in the present case.
4. NONLINEAR ESTIMATES AND MAIN RESULTS
IN DIMENSION 1
In this section we consider the case of dimension 1. We derive the non-
linear estimates required in the framework of the Bourgain theory by a
different method proposed in [19] and further used in [4, 20]. That
method does not use the Strichartz inequalities and is based instead on an
appropriate use of the Schwarz inequality, followed by direct estimates. We
want again to solve the cut off version of the Z system in the form (2.2)
and (2.3) in spaces of the same type as in Section 3, and for that purpose
we need again the estimates (3.2), (3.3), (3.6), and (3.7). Here however we
rely on the linear estimates of Lemma 2.1 to provide the positive power of
T which is required for contraction, and we therefore need (3.2), (3.3),
(3.6), and (3.7) only with %=0. We are therefore left with the task of
deriving the estimates
|S|C &v&2 &v1&2 &v2&2 (4.1)
|W|C &v&2 &v1&2 &v2&2 (4.2)
S C &v&2 &w1&2 &v2&2 (4.3)
W C &w&2 &v1&2 &v2 &2 (4.4)
where S, W, S and W are defined by (3.4), (3.5), (3.8), and (3.9). It would
be easy to obtain positive powers of T from the nonlinear estimates in the
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framework of this section by applying the same method as in Lemma 3.1,
but this would make the exposition more cumbersome.
For future reference, we state two elementary facts in the following two
Lemmas.
Lemma 4.1. Let f # Lq(R), g # Lq (R), 1q, q , 1q+1q =1. Assume
that f and g are nonnegative, even and nonincreasing for positive argument.
Then f V g enjoys the same properties.
Proof. f V g is obviously nonnegative and even. To prove monotony, it
is sufficient to consider the case where f # C1. Then for y0
( f V g)$ ( y)=| dy1 f $( y1) g( y& y1)
=|

0
dy1 f $( y1)(g( y& y1)& g( y+ y1))0
since for y, y10, one has f $( y1)0 and | y& y1 | y+ y1 so that g( y& y1)
g( y+ y1). Q.E.D
The main point of interest in Lemma 4.1 is the fact that f V g takes its
maximum at zero.
Lemma 4.2. Let 0a&a+ and a++a&>12. Then the following
estimate holds for all s # R
J(s)#| dy ( y&s) &2a+ ( y+s) &2a& C (s) &: (4.5)
where :=2a&&[1&2a+]+.
(We recall that [*]+=* if *>0, ==>0 if *=0 and =0 if *<0).
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, for all s # R,
J(s)| dy ( y) &(2a+ +2a&)<.
We next split the integration region into three subregions, assuming s0.
The region 0 y2s contributes
J+(s)(s) &2a& |
2s
0
dy ( y&s) &2a+C (s) &2a&+[1&2a+]+.
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The region &2s y0 contributes
J&(s)(s) &2a |
2s
0
dy ( y&s) &2a&C (s) &2a++[1&2a&]+.
The region | y|2 |s| contributes
J(s)2 |

2s
dy ( y2) &(2a++2a&)C (s) 1&2a+&2a&
and (4.5) follows from the fact that
&2a&+[1&2a+]+&2a++[1&2a&]+1&2a+&2a&.
Q.E.D
In what follows, we shall again make extensive use of the conservation
of energy in the simplified form (3.10). Note that in dimension &=1, the
reduction of (3.1) to (3.10), instead of being simply an estimate, can be
made exactly. In fact, after separating positive and negative frequencies and
momenta, the LHS of (3.1) becomes
z=!21&!
2
2\(!1&!2)=(!1\12)
2&(!2\12)2=!$21 &!$
2
2
where the new momenta !$i=!i\12 satisfy momentum conservation !=
!$1&!$2 in the same form as before.
We can now derive the basic estimates (4.1) and (4.2). We state the
results in two lemmas, of which we shall then give a common proof.
Lemma 4.3. Let k, l, b, c1 , b1 satisfy
l&12, k0, k&l1, (4.6)
b, c1 , b1>14, b+c1>34, b+b1>34, (4.7)
k&l2c1 . (4.8)
Then the estimate (4.1) holds.
Lemma 4.4. Let k, l, c, b1 satisfy
2k&(l+1)&12, k0, k&l>&12, (4.9)
c, b1>14, c+b1>34, (4.10)
l+1&k2b1 , (4.11)
l+1&k<2c+12. (4.12)
Then the estimate (4.2) holds.
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Proof of Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4. The principle of the proof is the following
application of the Schwarz inequality. Let ‘=(!, {), ‘i=(!i , {i), i=1, 2 so
that ‘=‘1&‘2 . We want to estimate an integral of the form
J=| d‘1 d‘2 v^(‘) v^1(‘1) v^2(‘2) K(‘1 , ‘2).
Then
|J | 2 &v&22 | d‘ } | d‘2 v^1(‘+‘2) v^2(‘2) K(‘+‘2 , ‘2)}
2
&v&22 {Sup‘ | d‘2 |K(‘+‘2 , ‘2)| 2= | d‘ d‘2 |v^1(‘+‘2) v^2(‘2)| 2
=C2 &v&22 &v1&
2
2 &v2&
2
2 (4.13)
with
C2=Sup
‘
|
‘
d‘2 |K(‘1 , ‘2)| 2 (4.14)
and the last integral runs over ‘2 (or ‘1) for fixed ‘. One obtains two
similar estimates by circularly permuting the variables and functions 1, 2
and 1&2. In the application to (4.1) and (4.2), we split the integration
region into various subregions and apply in each region one of the previous
three estimates. The splitting into regions is made according to the relative
values of _, _1 and _2 . We shall call dominant that of the _’s which has the
largest absolute value. We shall use (4.14) itself in the _ dominant region,
namely for |_|Max( |_1 |, |_2 | ), and its analogues with fixed ‘1 (resp. ‘2)
in the region of dominant _1 (resp. _2).
In order to treat the estimates of S and W simultaneously, we introduce
a common notation (a, a1 , a2) for the exponents of (_) , (_1) and (_2) ,
with (a, a1 , a2)=(b, c1 , b1) for S and (a, a1 , a2)=(c, b1 , b1) for W, so that
S and W are rewritten respectively as
S=|
v^v^1 v^2 (!1) k
(_) a (_1) a1 (_2) a2 (!2) k (!) l
, (4.15)
W=|
v^v^1 v^2 |!| (!) l
(_) a (_1) a1 (_2) a2 (!1) k (!2) k
. (4.16)
For future applications of Lemma 4.2, we define :, :1 , :2 in terms of a, a1 ,
a2 occurring in (4.15) (4.16) by
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:=2 Min(a1 , a2)&[1&2 Max(a1 , a2)]+ (4.17)
:1=2 Min(a, a2)&[1&2 Max(a, a2)]+ (4.18)
:2=2 Min(a, a1)&[1&2 Max(a, a1)]+. (4.19)
We also define m=l for S and m=2k&(l+1) for W.
We now embark on the proof of (4.1) and (4.2). We first treat separately
the special case k=0, m=&12. In that case, the factors containing the !’s
reduce to (!) 12 for S and to |!| (!) &12|!| 12 for W. The corresponding
expression with (!) 12 replaced by 1, or equivalently (4.15) with k=l=0,
is estimated by Lemma 3.2 provided a, a1 , a2>14, a condition which is
part of (4.7). In fact, since that expression is decreasing in a, a1 , a2 , it
is sufficient to consider the special case a=a1=a2>14. The required
estimate then follows from Lemma 3.2 with b0=2a, #=0 and m=0. The
conditions (3.18) and (3.19) are then strictly satisfied, while (3.20) and
(3.21) are satisfied as equalities. Furthermore since #=0, no support
assumptions in time are needed (see the proof of Lemma 3.1). The inter-
mediate parameters in the proof of Lemma 3.2 for the case at hand take the
values ’=12, (q, r)=(4, 2) and (qi , ri)=(83, 4), i=1, 2.
The remaining part of S and the whole of W are then estimated by
Z0=|
|v^v^1 v^2 | |!| 12
(_)a (_1) a1 (_2) a2
(4.20)
to which we apply the Schwarz method as described above.
Region _ dominant, namely |_|Max(|_1 |, |_2 | ). We use directly (4.14)
and obtain
C.2=Sup
!, _
(_) &2a | . d!2 d_2 |!| (_1) &2a1 (_2) &2a2 (4.21)
where the integral is taken at fixed !, _. Now for fixed !, _ and _2 , it
follows from (3.10) that 2 |!| d!2=dz=d_1 . Therefore
C 2} =Sup
_
(_) &2a 4 |
|_|
0
d_1 (_1) &2a1 |
|_|
0
d_2 (_2) &2a2
C Sup
_
(_) &2a+[1&2a1]++[1&2a2]+. (4.22)
The last quantity is finite provided
2a&[1&2a1]+&[1&2a2]+0.
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which holds under the conditions
a>0, a+a1>12, a+a2>12, a+a1+a2>1. (4.23)
Those conditions follow from (4.7) for S and from (4.10) for W.
Region _1 dominant, namely |_1 |Max( |_|, |_2 | ). We now use the
analogue of (4.14) with fixed ‘1 and obtain
C 21=Sup
!1, _1
(_1) &2a1 |
1
d!2 d_2 |!| (_) &2a (_2) &2a2 (4.24)
where the integral is taken at fixed !1 , _1. In order to continue the estimate,
we split the _1 dominant region into two subregions.
Subregion |!1 |2|!2 |. In that region, |!|3 |!2 |. Furthermore, for
fixed !1 , _1 and _2 , it follows from (3.10) that 2 |!2 | d!2=dz=d_. Therefore
C 21 12 Sup
_1
(_1) &2a1 |
|_1|
0
d_ (_) &2a |
|_1|
0
d_2 (_2) &2a2 (4.25)
C Sup
_1
(_1) &2a1+[1&2a]+ +[1&2a2]+. (4.26)
The last quantity is finite provided
2a1&[1&2a]+&[1&2a2]+0
which holds under the conditions
a1>0, a+a1>12, a1+a2>12, a+a1+a2>1. (4.27)
Those conditions again follow from (4.7) for S and from (4.10) for W.
Subregion |!1 |2|!2 |. In that region |!|(32) |!1 | and
(34) !21!
2
1&!
2
2=_1&_2&_3 |_1 | (4.28)
and therefore !214 |_1 |. Using those two facts and taking y=!
2
2 as integration
variable instead of !2 , we obtain
C 21C Sup
!1, _1
(!1) 1&4a1 |
!214
0
y&12 dy | d_2 (_)&2a (_2) 2a2. (4.29)
We estimate the last integral for fixed !1 , _1 , !2 by Lemma 4.2 as
C(!21& y&_1)
&:1.
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We next extend the range of integration of y symmetrically to [&!214, !
2
1 4]
and apply Lemma 4.1 with f ( y)=| y|&12/( | y|!21 4) and g( y)=( y)
&:1
to conclude that the Supremum over _1 is attained for _1=!21 , so that
C 21C Sup
!1
(!1) 1&4a1 |
!21 4
0
dy y&12 ( y) &:1. (4.30)
The last quantity is finite provided a114 and :1>12. The latter is
equivalent to
a>14, a2>14, a+a2>34 (4.31)
and the required conditions again follow from (4.7) for S and from (4.10)
for W.
Region _2 dominant. That region is obtained from the previous one by
exchanging 1 and 2. This has the effect of exchanging b1 and c1 for S so
that the same proof applies since the only assumption used so far, namely
(4.7) is symmetric in b1 and c1 . It does not make any difference for W,
since a1=a2=b1 in that case.
We now turn to the case of general k and l, with k0.
In the case of S, we consider separately the regions |!1 |2 |!2 | and
|!1 |2 |!2 |.
Region |!1 |2|!2 |. In that region
(!1) k (!2) &k (!) &lC (!) &l
so that the factors (!i)k disappear and the resulting expression is decreas-
ing in l. It is therefore sufficient to derive the estimate (4.1) in the case
l=&12 which is the special case considered previously. That region is
therefore taken care of by the previous estimates.
Region |!1 |2 |!2 |. In that region |!1 |2 |!|3 |!1 | and the factors
containing the !’s reduce to
((!) or (!1) )k&l (!2) &k.
In the case of W, we consider separately the regions |!2 |2|!1 |2 |!2 |,
|!1 |2 |!2 | and |!2 |2 |!1 |.
Region |!2 |2|!1 |2 |!2 |. In that region |!|Min(3|!1 |, 3 |!2 | ) and
|!| (!)l (!1) &k (!2) &kC |!| (!) l&2k
for k0. That case is again covered by the special case k=0, m=2k&
(l+1)=&12 previously considered.
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Regions |!1 |2|!2 | and |!2 |2 |!1 |. Those regions are symmetric
(since a1=a2=b1 for W ) and it is sufficient to consider the first one. In
that region, the factors containing the !’s are estimated by
((!1) or (!) )l+1&k (!2) &k.
Finally, in order to estimate both S and W for general k and l, it is
sufficient to estimate
Z=|
|v^v^1 v^2 | ((!1) or (!) k&m)
(_) a (_1) a1 (_2) a2 (!2) k
(4.32)
in the region |!1 |2 |!2 |, in addition to the special case previously
considered. We henceforth restrict our attention to that region. We then
have
|!1 |2 |!2 |, |!||!2 |, |!1 |2 |!|3 |!1 | (4.33)
(34) !21z!
2
1 , z3 !
2
2 . (4.34)
Furthermore it follows from (3.10) and from !=!1&!2 that
z+!2=2!!1 (4.35)
z&!2=2!!2 (4.36)
and therefore by (4.33)
(13) !2z3!2. (4.37)
We now estimate Z again by the Schwarz method. We begin with the
region with dominant _1 which is the easiest one since it is treated exactly
as in the previous special case.
Region _1 dominant. By exactly the same computation as in the special
case, we obtain in the same way as in (4.24) and (4.29)
C 21C Sup
!1, _1
(!1) 2k&2m&4a1 |
!21 4
0
dy y&12 ( y) &k | d_2 (_) &2a (_2) &2a2
C Sup
!1
(!1) 2k&2m&4a1 |
!21 4
0
dy y&12 ( y) &k ( y) &:1 < (4.38)
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provided k&m2a1 and :1>12. The additional factor ( y) &k in the
integral does not provide any improvement since we needed already :1>12
in the special case. The last integral again converges at infinity for all k0
but does not yield any decay in !1 . The condition k&m2a1 reduces to
(4.8) in the case of S and to (4.11) in the case of W.
Region _2 dominant. We use the analogue of (4.14) with fixed ‘2 and
obtain
C 22=Sup
!2 , _2
(_2) &2a2 (!2) &2k |
2
d!1 d_1(!1) 2k&2m (_) &2a (_1) &2a1. (4.39)
For fixed !2 , it follows from (3.10) that dz=2 |!1 | d!1 . Using (4.34) and
the fact that |z|3 |_2 | for dominant _2 and integrating over _1 by the use
of Lemma 4.2, we obtain
C 22C Sup
!2 , _2
(_2)&2a2 (!2) &2k |
3 |_2|
3!22
dz |z| &12 (z) k&m (z+_2)&:2. (4.40)
The Supremum over !2 occurs for !2=0, so that
C22C Sup
_2
(_2) &2a2 |
3 |_2|
0
dz |z|&12 (z) k&m (z+_2) &:2. (4.41)
We assume without loss of generality that km. We estimate the last
integral by separating the region 0z|_2 |2 and |_2 |2z3 |_2 |,
which in the worst case _2<0 contribute respectively
(_2) 12+k&m&:2
(_2) &12+k&m+[1&:2]+.
Keeping the largest contribution, namely the second one, we obtain
C 22C Sup
_2
(_2) &2a2&12+k&m+[1&:2]+ (4.42)
and the last quantity is finite provided
k&m2a2+12&[1&:2]+. (4.43)
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We shall analyze that condition below together with the similar condition
coming from the region with _ dominant.
Region _ dominant. We use (4.14) directly and obtain
C.2=Sup
!, _
(_) &2a (!) 2k&2m | . d!2 d_2 (!2) &2k (_1) &2a1 (_2) &2a2. (4.44)
Now _ dominant implies |z|3 |_| and therefore !29 |_| by (4.37). We
use that fact to estimate the first factor (_) &2a in (4.44). It follows again
from (3.10) that dz=2 |!| d!2 for fixed !. We furthermore express !2 in
terms of z, ! by (4.36), and we integrate over _2 for fixed z by the use of
Lemma 4.2. We obtain
C.2C Sup
!, _
(!) 2k&2m&4a |!|&1 |
3!2
!23
dz ( (z&!2)2 |!|) &2k (z+_) &:.
(4.45)
We next extend the range of integration of z symmetrically to &2!2z&!2=
y2!2 and apply Lemma 4.1 with f ( y)=( y2 |!|)&2k /( | y|2!2), g( y)
=( y) &: to conclude that the Supremum over _ occurs for _=&!2, so
that
C.2C Sup
!
(!) 2k&2m&4a |!|&1 |
2!2
0
dy ( y2 |!|) &2k ( y) &:. (4.46)
The RHS of (4.46) is bounded for |!|1 (i.e. we do not need the restric-
tion |!|1 here). For |!|1, we consider separately the two integration
subregions 0 y|!| and |!| y2!2. The contributions of those regions
are estimated respectively by
|
|!|
0
dy } } } |
|!|
0
dy ( y)&:C |!| [1&:]+, (4.47)
|
2! 2
|!|
dy } } } C |!| 2k |
2!2
|!|
dy y&:&2kC |!| 1&:+[1&:&2k]+. (4.48)
Comparing (4.46), (4.47), and (4.48) we see that C. is finite provided
k&m2a+12&(12)[1&:]+ (4.49)
m>&(2a+:)+12. (4.50)
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The last condition holds for any m &12 provided 2a+:>1, which is
implied by
a+a1>12, a+a2>12, a+a1+a2>1. (4.51)
The latter set of conditions has already been enforced (see (4.27) and
(4.31)).
It remains only to ensure the conditions (4.43) and (4.49). Now we
have already imposed the conditions k&m2a1 and :1>12, :2>12 or
equivalently (see (4.31))
a, a1 , a1>14, a+a1>34, a+a2>34. (4.52)
The conditions (4.43) and (4.49) are implied respectively by
k&m<2a2+12, (4.43a)
k&m<2a2+2a&12, (4.43b)
k&m<2a2+2a1&12, (4.43c)
k&m<2a2+2a+2a1&32, (4.43d)
and
k&m<2a+12, (4.49a)
k&m<2a+a1 , (4.49b)
k&m<2a+a2 , (4.49c)
k&m<2a+a1+a2&12. (4.49d)
Now k&m2a1 and (4.52) imply (4.43c) and (4.43d). Next 2a+a1>a+
14+a1=(12)(2a+12+2a1) so that k&m2a1 and (4.49a) imply (4.49b).
Then 2a+a2=(12)(2a2+2a&12+2a+12) so that (4.43b) and (4.49a)
imply (4.49c). Finally 2a+a1+a2&12>a+a1+a2&14=(12)(2a1+2a2
+2a&12) so that k&m2a1 and (4.43b) imply (4.49d). It is therefore
sufficient to ensure (4.43a), (4.43b), and (4.49a). By (4.52), the RHS of
those three inequalities are all >1. In the case of S, they are implied by
k&l1 contained in (4.6) and can therefore be dropped. In the case of W,
we have a2=a1 so that (4.43a) and (4.43b) are implied by k&m2a1 and
can be dropped, and we are left only with (4.49a) which reduces to (4.12)
in that case. Q.E.D
We now turn to the estimates (4.3) and (4.4) which are proved in very
much the same way as (4.1) and (4.2). The result for (4.3) can be stated as
follows.
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Lemma 4.5. Let k, l, b and b1 satisfy (4.6) and
b, b1>14, b+b1>34. (4.53)
Then the estimate (4.3) holds.
Proof. The proof is a minor variation of that of Lemma 4.3. We choose
a1 satisfying
0<12&a1<Min(14, b&14, b1&14, b+b1&34) (4.54)
so that
a1>14, a1+b>34, a1+b1>34, a1+b+b1>54 (4.55)
and we define v^1=(_1) a1&1 w^1 so that
&v1&2C(1&2a1)&12 &w1&2 .
It follows from (4.53) and (4.54) that (4.7) holds with c1 replaced by a1 .
We now follow closely the proof of Lemma 4.3. The special case k=0,
l=&12 of S is treated exactly as in the latter with v1 defined above and
c1 replaced by a1 . For the case of general k, l in the region |!1 |2 |!2 |,
we perform the splitting into subregions in a slightly different way by defin-
ing dominance according to which of |_|, |_1 |4 and |_2 | is the largest.
In the _ dominant region (namely |_1 |4 |_|, |_2 ||_| ), we proceed as
before with v1 defined above and c1 replaced by a1 . Dominance was used
only to imply |z|3 |_| and therefore !29 |_|. This is replaced by |z|
6 |_| and !218 |_| and the estimates proceed as before, with only one
difference: we are no longer assuming k&l2a1 and we are therefore not
allowed to make use of it in order to ensure (4.49). However one sees easily
that under the conditions (4.53) and (4.55), the RHS of (4.49ad) with
a=b and a2=b1 are all >1 and therefore (4.49) holds automatically for
k&l1, namely under (4.6).
Similarly, in the _2 dominant region (namely |_1 |4 |_2 |, |_||_2 |,
dominance was used to imply |z|3 |_2 |, which appears only as the upper
limit of integration over z in (4.40) and (4.41), now replaced by |z|6 |_2 |
with no additional subsequent change. In the same way as for (4.49), the
condition (4.43) is implied by (4.53) and (4.55) and k&l1.
In the _1 dominant region, namely ( |_1 |4 |_2 |, |_1 |4 |_| ) we now
have
|_1 |2z!21(43) z2 |_1 | (4.56)
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and we proceed as before with however now a1 (or c1) replaced by 12 and
v^1=(_1) &12 w^1 /( |_1 |2!212 |_1 | )
so that
&v1&2(2 ln 2)12 &w1&2 .
The former condition k&l2a1 reduces to k&l1 contained in (4.6),
and the condition (4.27) with (a, a1 , a2)=(b, 12, b1) follows from (4.53).
Q.E.D
We now turn to the estimate (4.4).
Lemma 4.6. Let k, l and b1 satisfy (4.9) and (4.11) and b1>14. Then
the estimate (4.4) holds.
Proof. We choose a satisfying
0<12&a<Min(14, b1&14, (k&l)2+14)
so that (4.10) and (4.12) hold with c replaced by a, and we apply Lemma 4.4
with c=a and v^=(_)a&1 w^. Q.E.D
We can now state the main result of this paper in dimension &=1.
Proposition 4.1. Let &=1. Let k, l satisfy
&12<k&l1, 2kl+120. (1.13)
Then the Z system (1.1) and (1.2) with initial data (u0 , n0 , n1) # Hk Hl
Hl&1 is locally well posed in Xk, b1 Xl, bXl&1, b provided b and b1 satisfy
14<b, b1<34, |b&b1 |<14, b+b1>34, (4.57)
k&l&1<1&2b1k&l, (4.58)
2b&1<k&l+12. (4.59)
Furthermore the solutions satisfy
(u, n, t n) # C(H kH lH l&1). (1.12)#(4.60)
Proof. We first show that under the conditions (1.13) and (4.57)(4.59),
one can find c and c1 such that all the assumptions of Lemmas 4.34.6 are
satisfied and in addition such that b+c<1 and b1+c1<1, so that one can
also apply Lemma 2.1 and obtain therefrom a strictly positive power of T.
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Note first that (4.6) and (4.9) are equivalent to (1.13), that (4.11) is identi-
cal with the second inequality in (4.58) and that (4.53) reduces to the first
and last inequalities in (4.57). Next the conditions on c coming from (4.10)
and (4.12) in Lemma 4.4, together with the condition b+c<1 and the
condition c<12 which we add for convenience reduce to
Max(14, 34&b1 , (l&k)2+14)<c<Min(1&b, 12). (4.61)
The existence of c satisfying (4.61) is ensured if in addition to the previous
conditions we impose b<34 and b&b1<14 which are part of (4.57),
together with (4.59).
The conditions on c1 coming from (4.7) and (4.8) in Lemma 4.3, together
with b1+c1<1 and c112 added for convenience reduce to
Max(14, 34&b)<c1<1&b1 , (4.62)
(k&l)2c112, (4.63)
and the existence of c1 satisfying (4.62) and (4.63) is ensured if in addition
to the previous conditions we impose b1<34 and b1&b<14 which are
part of (4.57), together with the first inequality in (4.58).
With the estimates of Lemmas 4.34.6 available, together with Lemma 2.1,
the proof is identical with that of Proposition 3.1. Q.E.D
Remark 4.1. In the limiting case k=l+1, the conditions (4.58) and
(4.59) reduce to b1<12, while (4.63) imposes c1=12. One can nevertheless
recover the norm of u in Xk, 12 by using once more Lemma 2.1. That norm
could be used for contraction at the expense of extracting a factor T % from
the nonlinear estimates by the method of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. In the
opposite limiting case k=l&12+=, the conditions (4.58) and (4.59)
reduce to b134&=2 and b<(1+=)2. In particular one must take b1
close to its upper limit 34 and b close to 12.
As mentioned in the introduction, the weakest assumption admissible for
k, l, namely k=0, l=&12 is largely subcritical and it is therefore not
clear whether it is optimal. We now provide a simple counterexample
showing at least that this assumption is optimal in the framework of the
present method in the sense that it is necessary for the estimates (4.1) and
(4.2) to hold.
Proposition 4.2. Assume that the estimates (4.1) and (4.2) hold for
some b, b1 , c, c1 and for all v, v1 , v2 , # L2. Then one must have 2kl+120.
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Proof. Let L1. We shall eventually let L tend to infinity. We define
v^1=/(L!1L+1L) /( |_1 |1)
v^2=/(L&!2L+1L) /( |_2 |1)
v^=/(2L!2L+2L) /( |_|5)
so that
&v&2 &v1&2 &v2 &2=CL&32. (4.64)
On the other hand on the support of v^1 v^2 , one has 2L!1&!22L+2L
and |_|4+1L25 so that v^v^1 v^2=v^1 v^2 and therefore for large L, since
|!1 |t |!2 |t |!|tL, one obtains
S$CL&2&l, W=CL&2+l+1&2k (4.65)
and (4.1) and (4.2) imply 2kl+120. Q.E.D
As mentioned in the introduction, the results of this section apply to a
number of equations and systems, of which the Benney system, (1.14) and
(1.15), is a typical example. In the case ;=0, the arguments and estimates
of this section apply verbatim. The energy momentum conservation in the
nonlinear estimate becomes !=!1&!2 and
!21&!
2
2&!=_1&_2&_, (4.66)
and ! in the LHS can be eliminated as above (see the remark following
Lemma 4.2) without having to separate positive and negative momentum,
thereby leading again to the simplified form (3.10). Furthermore, it clearly
makes no difference in the nonlinear estimates to have i x or | in the RHS
of (2.3).
In the general case ;{0, we need in addition to show that the NLS
equation
i tu+2xu=; |u|
2 u (4.67)
is locally well posed in Xk, b1 for initial data in Hk. This is a simple matter
since stronger andor harder results have already appeared [9, 20, 31]. We
treat that question briefly in the following Lemma. The main issue is to
obtain sufficient conditions on b1 that can supplement (4.57) and (4.58) for
the treatment of the complete system (1.14) and (1.15).
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Lemma 4.7. Let &=1 and k0. Then the NLS equation (4.67) with
initial data u0 # Hk is locally well posed in Xk, b1 provided
Max(16, (1&k)3)<b1<1. (4.68)
Furthermore the solutions satisfy u # C(Hk).
Sketch of proof. By the same method as previously, it is sufficient to
derive an estimate
|S0 |C ‘
1i4
&vi &2 (4.69)
for
S0=|
v^1 v^2 v^3 v^4 (!1) k
(_1) c1 (_2) b1 (_3) b1 (_4) b1 (!2) k (!3) k (!4) k
(4.70)
where the functions v^i , 1i4, have arguments (!i , {i) constrained by energy
momentum conservation, namely !1+!2=!3+!4 and {1+{2={3+{4 ,
the integration runs over the variables (!i , {i) subject to that constraint,
and _i={i+!2i , 1i4. Furthermore if c1=12 (a case that we can
afford to avoid) or if b112 (a case that we want to consider) we need
to consider a similar estimate for an expression S 0 obtained from (4.70) by
replacing v1 by w1 and c1 by 1 (compare with (3.8)). That estimate can be
derived similarly. By momentum conservation and symmetry in 2, 3, 4, we
can omit (!1) k and (!2) k in (4.70). Following the proof of Lemma 3.2,
we then estimate the i th factor of the resulting expression in Lqi (Lri),
1i4 with
: 1qi=1, : $i=1, $i=$(ri), 1i4, (4.71)
2q1=1&’c1 b0 , 2qi=1&’(1&#) b1 b0 , i=2, 3, 4, (4.72)
$1=(1&’) c1 b0 , $2=(1&’)(1&#) b1 b0 , (4.73)
with 12’1 and 0#1, and provided H kr$i /L
ri for i=3, 4, with
$$i=(1&’)(1&#) b1 b0 , i=3, 4. (4.74)
Eliminating qi ri , r$i , we are left with the conditions 12’1 and
’(c1+3(1&#) b1)b0=2, (4.75)
2k1&$1&$2&2$$3=1&(1&’)(c1+3(1&#) b1)b00. (4.76)
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Elimination of ’ leaves the condition
Max(2, 3&2k)(c1+3(1&#) b1)b03 (4.77)
with strict inequality in (4.77L) if equality holds in the Maximum (this is
the case $3=12, namely $1=$2=0, namely ’=1). For 0b1<1, we
now take b0=12+= and c1=Min(12&=, 1&b1&=) for sufficiently small
=>0. Eliminating c1 and choosing # suitably in (4.77) leaves the condition
(4.68), by an elementary calculation. Q.E.D
We can now state the result for the Benney system (1.14) and (1.15) in
the general case ;{0.
Proposition 4.3. Let &=1. Let k, l satisfy
&12<k&l1, 2kl+120. (1.13)
Then the Benney system (1.14) and (1.15) with initial data (u0 , n0) # Hk
Hl is locally well posed in Xk, b1 Xl, b provided b and b1 satisfy (4.57),
(4.58) and (4.59) and in addition
b1>(1&k)3 if 0k14. (4.78)
Furthermore the solutions satisfy
(u, n) # C(HkHl). (1.16)
Proof. The proof is that of Proposition 4.1 supplemented by Lemma 4.7.
The condition (4.78) is the remnant of (4.68) not covered by (4.57). Q.E.D
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